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Wishing Chriss a complete and continued

recovery from an accidental fall. She reports

that she is back at the office already!

Rebecca is continuing to heal from a foot injury.

She is happy to have had the opportunity to work

at home.

Stay well, everyone!



Archiving the Now
YAIR: Yeshiva Academic Institutional Repository: Highlights

from the First Three Years.
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-covid-spreads.html
https://www.who.int/news-room/q-a-detail/coronavirus-disease-covid-19-how-is-it-transmitted


Batelle Research Report from the REALM Project



WILF VACCINATION SITE
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SUMMER COVID TESTING

mailto:COVID_HR@yu.edu


COLLEGES REQUIRE
STUDENTS TO HAVE COVID19

VACCINES FOR FALL

https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2021/03/25/981215860/rutgers-to-require-vaccine-proof-for-all-students-planning-to-attend-this-fall
https://www.cleveland.com/news/2021/04/cleveland-state-will-bring-back-all-students-to-campus-in-fall-2021-require-vaccines-for-those-living-on-campus.html
https://today.duke.edu/2021/04/student-vaccination-requirements-fall-semester


TRANSITIONS 
 POLLACK LIBRARY

GALINA TOPILER, the long-time Acquisitions Associate at the Pollack Library,

retired at the end of May. As our Acquisitions Associate Galina has certainly left

her mark on our collection. For years to come, our students, faculty, staff, and

alumni will enjoy browsing a collection that Galina helped to build. Working with

her for the past couple of years has been a true pleasure, and her warm and

friendly smile will be missed. During the pandemic, Pollack Library staff have had

the opportunity to hear Galina play the piano during our weekly meetings. It has

been such a lovely way for us to celebrate staff birthdays when we can’t

physically be together. Galina has worked at YU Libraries for nearly 30 years, 

 
 

Galina Topiler

by Sandy Moore

and although it is difficult to see her

go, we are thrilled that she will have

more time to spend traveling with her

husband and doting on her

grandchildren. We will remember her

grace, impeccable fashion sense, and

friendly demeanor.



Catalog of University Authors

Nicole Buehler



HEDI STEINBERG LIBRARY

HSL staff is barely recovering from the departure of our beloved Alice to the shores of

retirement. Now, our beloved Shulie has decided to also take the plunge after working at

the circulation desk in 1997. Alice and Shulie could both be described as the "Dynamic

Duo" of the second-floor library, whether extending their courtesies at the circulation desk

or artistically setting up our staff luncheon tables. As an added plus, Shulie always supplied

us with an ample supply of healthy tangerines!

Shulie Cohen Sails the Retirement Seas
by Hindishe Lee and HSL Staff

   

They say the early bird catches the

(book)worm. That certainly describes our

Shulie. Often arriving to work well before the

hour required, Shulie fulfills the aphorism 

 "lifnim m'shurat hadin," going above and

beyond the call of duty. Additionally, she

always provided a heimish (Yiddish: friendly,

homey) ambiance to the library that will be

sorely missed, as well as her abundantly kind

heart. 

globe-hopping as they live in Chicago and Perth, Australia  We wish Shulie much

happiness and success in her retirement, hopefully  busily involved with many

simchas (happy occasions) to plan and enjoy. We love you, Shulie!

Shulie's children will certainly keep her



FINAL LIBRARY BOOK TALK
OF THE SPRING SEMESTER

by Marlene Schiffman

Dr. Rachel Mesch

Before
Trans: Three Gender Stories from Nineteenth-Century France.







Adina and Noah Pollack announced the
birth of a son, Yitzchak Shlomo,
April 15th. 

Mazal Tov!
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